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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

 A hearing was held on the above-styled claim on April 17, 2013, before

Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb.   A Pre-hearing Telephone Conference

was held before Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb on February 19, 2013.

A Pre-hearing Order was entered in this case on February 19, 2013.  The Pre-

hearing Order set forth the stipulations offered by the parties and outlined the issues

to be litigated and resolved at this hearing.  A copy of the Pre-hearing Order was

made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing record.  The following stipulations

as submitted by the parties in the Pre-hearing Order are hereby accepted:
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1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about

October 13, 2009, when the claimant sustained a compensable low

back injury.

3. The claimant’s wages were sufficient to entitle her to the maximum

compensation rates for 2009 of $580.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $413.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

4. Respondents accepted the claim and have paid some benefits.

5. The claimant reached maximum medical improvement as of February

12, 2013.  

By agreement of the parties, the issues presented at the hearing were, as

follows:

1. Claimant’s entitlement to additional medical benefits.

2. Unauthorized medical treatment.

3.  Claimant’s entitlement to additional temporary total disability benefits.

4. Claimant’s entitlement to permanent partial disability benefits.

5. Claimant’s entitlement to wage loss.

6. Controversion and attorney’s fees.

7. All other issues are reserved.

The record consists of a one volume transcript of the April 17, 2013, hearing,

consisting of the testimony of Kelley Delargy and all documentary evidence

consisting of Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 (Pre-hearing Order dated February 19,
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2013); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1 ( Packet of Medical Reports); Respondents’ Exhibit

No. 1 (Packet of Medical Reports and Non-Medical Documents).

CONTENTIONS

The claimant contends that her work accident resulted in the need for

additional medical care including surgery in April of 2012, that she had a second

healing period and that she has additional permanent impairment and wage loss as

a result of the injury and medical care. 

The respondents contend that this claim was accepted as an aggravation of

a pre-existing condition.  The aggravation is over and the claimant has returned to

her pre-injury status.  The treatment by Dr. Mocek is not reasonable or necessary

or related.  The initial appointment with Dr. Mocek was accepted as he was the

change of physician doctor.  The claimant has been released with no impairment

by Dr. Saer.  The claimant returned to work at that time.  The claimant asked for a

change of physicians to Dr. Peek but he refused to see her.  She then went to him

on her own and had surgery.  The surgery is unauthorized as is Dr. Peek.  A Form

AR-N was signed by the claimant on October 14, 2009.  Alternatively, respondents

assert a credit for group health benefits paid pursuant to §11-9-411.  Respondents

also contend that in the event it is determined that the claimant is entitled to

permanent impairment, the correct rating would be 11% and not the 25% rating

assigned by Dr. Peek.   

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The claimant is thirty-seven (37) years of age. She graduated high school and

college with a LPN degree in 2007.  She began working for Golden Years Manor in
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2004 as a CNA until she received her nursing license in 2007.   Her duties as an

LPN involved handling the medical records, working the floor, ordering all of the

medications and medical supplies, data entry for new orders, infection control, and

absentees for the employees.  She also checked the charts to make sure everything

was documented correctly, made sure assessments and entries for Medicare were

done.  She explained that she had worked as a CNA from the time she was 19 years

old until she got her nursing degree.  

On October 13, 2009, Delargy injured her back while lifting a resident that had

stopped breathing from the floor to the stretcher.  Delargy explained that there were

four people lifting the resident, but he weighed over 200 pounds.  She recalled that

her back tightened up on her.  She was unable to get out of bed the next morning

due to the sharp excruciating pain.  She went in and tried to work but was unable to

finish and had to have help to get back in her vehicle.  She reported the incident on

October 14, 2009, to her administrator, Nancy Rollins.  She filled out the workmen’s

comp injury form and underwent a drug screening.  They sent her to see Dr. Holmes

for an examination.  She treated on a regular basis with Dr. Holmes and was

ultimately referred to Dr. Mocek with OrthoArkansas Specialty Spine Center.  She

also saw Dr. William Ackerman.  She received physical therapy and steroid

injections.  She explained that she was not able to work continuously and was paid

temporary total disability benefits for the time she missed work.  Delargy testified that

her condition progressively worsened.  She saw Dr. Saer on June 17, 2010.  She

received her last injection from Dr. Ackerman on July 22, 2010.  She was first

evaluated by Dr. Peek on March 29, 2011.  She underwent surgery on May 11, 2011.
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Delargy testified that her back pain was less severe after the surgery, but her right

leg pain did not improve.  Her condition progressively worsened until she was unable

to work.   She underwent a second surgery on April 10, 2012.  She explained that her

back pain declined quite a bit after the second surgery and she can now control her

back pain.  Her symptoms in her right leg have not decreased.  She missed three

months of work after her first surgery.  She has not returned to work after her second

surgery.  Her last day of work was on January 31, 2012.  

Delargy testified that she would like to return to work but needs additional

medical treatment.  She would like to continue her treatment with Dr. Peek.  She has

applied for Social Security disability, but was denied due to her age and education.

She also incurred outstanding medical bills with Dr. Peek, St. Vincent Hospital, the

anesthesiologist at St. Vincent’s and at the clinic where she had her spinal injections,

and medications at Lyon’s Drug Store that were not paid by United Healthcare, her

group health carrier.  Her insurance was terminated on July 31, 2012. 

In August of 2010, Delargy began using her United Heathcare coverage to

pay for medicals and she would pay her deductibles.  She does not feel like she

could return to her job.  She is scheduled to see a doctor in May of 2013.  He is

planning to do another MRI due to the severity of her nerve pain to determine if there

are any cysts or bone fragments and will consider removal of the nerve bundles in

her foot and L-5 nerve and eventually removal of the hardware from the fusion.

Delargy testified that she is no longer able to go four-wheeling, horseback

riding, hunting, or fishing.  She also has problems bending and lifting heavy objects.

She is no longer able to do gardening or the yard work.  She used to work
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approximately 50 hours a week.  Now she can only be up for about an hour before

she has to lay back down.  

On cross-examination, Delargy testified that she signed the Form AR-N on

October 14, 2009.  She explained that Dr. Saer released her from treatment without

surgery because she was trying to put off back surgery if possible.  She treated with

Dr. Ackerman for pain management until they had a disagreement.  She had applied

for a change of physician and was sent to Dr. Mocek, but the insurance company

refused to pay for treatment after the first visit with Mocek.  She did not seek a

change of physician to Dr. Peek because she had already had a one-time change

of physician and was told she couldn’t apply again.  She had previously seen Dr.

Peek in 2006-2007 as a result of an earlier injury.  She knew Dr. Peek did not accept

workers’ compensation insurance.  She explained that workers’ compensation had

stopped paying for her treatment so she knew she was going to have to pay for it so

she went to a doctor that she thought would give her good medical care and put it

on her group insurance.  She called them before the surgery and asked them who

she needed to go to for more treatment and the insurance company told her that they

were not going to refer her to another physician.  She explained that she is still

unable to work due to the pain and the medications.  Her job involved clerical work

and also assisting patients with their needs.  She has not tried to find a nursing job

because she is physically unable to sit or stand for long periods of time.  She also

has short-term memory problems due to the medications that she takes for pain.

She explained that she worked too hard to get her nursing license so she plans to

keep it active and eventually go back to work as an LPN.
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Medical records reflect that Delargy sought medical treatment on October 14,

2009, with Dr. B. E. Holmes.  She underwent x-rays and was prescribed

hydrocodone, Flexeril and naproxen.  She was referred to an orthopedic specialist.

On October 20, 2009, Delargy was examined by Dr. W illiam Blankenship with

OrthoArkansas.  He noted that her complaints were low back pain and that she had

been treated for cervical spine stenosis by Dr. Peek in 2006-2007.  She also suffered

a back injury in 2007.  He noted that her x-rays revealed spondylolisthesis with a

pars defect at L5-S1.  He recommended that she go to physical therapy and remain

off work for two weeks.  On December 2, 2009, Delargy returned to OthoArkansas

for a follow-up evaluation.  Dr. Turbeville noted that the MRI of November 6, 2009,

revealed a grade 1 anterolisthesis of L5 on S1 secondary to chronic bilateral L5 pars

interarticularis fractures.  Severe bilateral L5-S1 foraminal stenoses with associated

compression of the exiting bilateral L5 nerve roots, right greater than left.  He

recommended physical therapy and possible referral for right L5 transforaminal

epidural steroid injection.  She underwent a epidural steroid injection on December

11, 2009.  At the recommendation of Dr. Blankenship, she underwent an

independent medical evaluation by Dr. Saer at the Arkansas Specialty Spine Center

on February 5, 2009.  He noted that she reported her back pain had worsened after

physical therapy.  She reported a few days of improvement after the steroid injection

but that the pain had returned and she had developed a rash and had bad

headaches.  She did not have the second injection.   

Following his review, Dr. Saer diagnosed Delargy with symptomatic

spondylolisthesis L5/S1 with right L5 radiculopathy and a sm all central disk
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protrusion at L4-L5.  He recommended additional physical therapy.  He noted that

her spondylolisthesis pre-existed the injury and that she had an aggravation of her

pre-existing condition.  He noted that if her symptoms continued after the therapy,

he would recommend a laminectomy and foraminotomy at L5 with fusion from L4-S1.

On February 12, 2009, Delargy was evaluated by Dr. Christopher Mocek after a

change of physician was ordered.  Mocek noted that Delargy appeared to have a

degenerative lower lumbar spine that was aggravated by the work related injury.  He

opined that the grade 1 spondylolisthesis and the degenerative facet arthrosis have

likely been present for years but the L4/5 disc protrusion and the L5 pars fractures

could have occurred at the time of the work injury.  He noted that if she responded

well to nerve root injections, she could be at MMI in three months or that she might

eventually require back surgery.  On April 26, 2010, she underwent a lumbar epidural

steroid injection.  On April 27, 2010, she returned to Dr. Saer with complaints of

increased pain after the injection.  He noted that any exacerbation should settle

down in the next day or two.  He noted that the next step would ordinarily be surgery,

but that he was not sure the surgery would be approved.   On May 21, 2010, Delargy

underwent a Functional Capacity Evaluation which was completed with unreliable

results.  The evaluation concluded that Delargy demonstrated the ability to perform

work at least in the sedentary classification of work.

On June 9, 2010, she underwent a right L-5 nerve root block.  On June 17,

2010, she returned to Saer for follow-up.  She reported numbness in her right leg

after the block, but her pain was totally relieved but had come back in the last day

or two.  He noted that the injection could be repeated on return of symptoms.  He
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noted that she looked significantly better than a month ago and increased her work

activities to five days a week, four hours per day, for two weeks and gradual increase

of hours.  He noted continued medical management with prescription medication, but

no surgical treatment.  He determined that she was at maximum medical

improvement from the work injury and did not assign any permanent impairment.  

On July 22, 2010, Delargy was evaluated by Dr. W illiam Ackerman.  He noted

that Dr. Saer had opined that her spondylolisthesis was not an acute injury.

Ackerman noted that her report that she had relief from steroid injections for three

days and relief from a transforaminal epidural steroid injection without a steroid for

three weeks did not make pharmacological sense.  He noted that she did not reveal

severe pain in her lumbar spine.  He noted that her pars defects are chronic or have

healed from the work-related injury.  He refused to prescribe her Flexeril.  He

recommended a diagnostic injection.  On July 22, 2010, Delargy was given the

recommended injection.  On August 19, 2010, Delargy returned to Dr. Ackerman with

complaints of pain in her lumbar spine and lower extremities.  He noted that she

wanted Flexeril and an injection with local anesthetic.  He noted that she refused

surgery and the previous injection had provided her no relief.  He noted that Delargy

did not want the definitive treatment for her pathology as offered by Dr. Saer and

wanted to dictate her plan of care which he indicated would not be tolerated.

Ackerman noted that he had nothing to offer her other than continuation of her

medications.  

On March 29, 2011, Delargy sought medical treatment with Dr. Peek.  She

underwent surgery on May 11, 2011.  Her condition continue to worsen.  She
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underwent a second surgery on April 10, 2012.  Following the second surgery, Dr.

Peek noted that her problem was improving. On February 22, 2013, Dr. Peek

assigned a permanent impairment rating of 25% to her low back pursuant to the

AMA Guides, 4th Edition.  He opined that her work accident of October 13, 2009, was

the major cause of her low back injury and need for surgery in 2010 and 2012, and

was supported by objective findings which resulted in her being temporarily totally

disabled  following her surgeries in 2010 and 2012.  

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction of

this claim. 

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about

October 13, 2009, when the claimant sustained a compensable low

back injury.

3. The claimant’s wages were sufficient to entitle her to the maximum

compensation rates for 2009 of $580.00 for temporary total disability

benefits and $413.00 for permanent partial disability benefits.

4. Respondents accepted the claim and have paid some benefits.

5. The claimant reached maximum medical improvement as of February

12, 2013, as reflected in Dr. Peek’s report.  

6. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to additional medical benefits in that she

has failed to establish that the medical treatment by Dr. Peek was

reasonable, necessary, and related to her work
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7. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that her treatment by Dr. Peek was authorized.

8. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to additional temporary total disability

benefits.

9. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits.

10. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to wage loss.

11. The claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence that she is entitled to attorney’s fees.

DISCUSSION

I.  ADDITIONAL MEDICAL BENEFITS

The claimant seeks additional medical benefits as a result of her October 13,

2009, low back injury.  The medical evidence demonstrates that the claimant was

found to be at maximum medical improvement by Dr. Saer on June 17, 2010, with

no impairment after improvement in her condition following a nerve block injection.

He recommended continued medical management with certain prescription

medication and on-going injections, if needed.  He also released her back to work

with expanded hours.      

However in March of 2011, the claimant sought continued medical treatment

with Dr. Richard Peek  with complaints of continued pain in her low back and lower

extremities.    After additional conservative treatment, she ultimately underwent two
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surgical procedures.  Following the second surgery, Peek assigned a 25%

permanent impairment rating and noted that she had been unable to return to work

except for a short period of time.  

In the instant case, the respondents accepted the low back injury as

compensable and paid the claimant’s medical benefits while she was seeking

treatment with Dr. Holmes, Dr. Blankenship, Dr. Mocek, Dr. Saer, and Dr.

Ackerman.  The respondents denied the claimant’s continued treatment with Dr.

Mocek on August 14, 2010, in light of the fact that she had been released at MMI

by Dr. Saer with no impairment.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508 states that employers must provide all medical

treatment that is reasonably necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.

What constitutes reasonable and necessary treatment under the statute is a

question of fact for the Commission.  Ganksy v. Hi-Tech Engineering, 325 Ark. 163,

924 S.W.2d 790 (1996); Geo Specialty Chem., Inc. v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13

S.W.3d 218 (2000); Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2002).  However, injured

employees have the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the

medical treatment is reasonably necessary for the treatment of the compensable

injury.  When assessing whether medical treatment is reasonably necessary for the

treatment of a compensable injury, the Commission must analyze both the

proposed procedure and the condition it is sought to remedy.  Also, the respondent

is only responsible for medical services which are causally related to the

compensable injury.
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In workers’ compensation law, an employer takes the employee as he finds

him, and employment circumstances that aggravate pre-existing conditions are

compensable.  Williams v. L & W Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383

(2004); Heritage Baptist Temple v. Robison, 82 Ark. App. 460, 120 S.W.3d 150

(2003).  An aggravation of a pre-existing non-compensable condition by a

compensable injury is, itself, compensable.  Id.  Here, as in Williams, there is no

dispute that the claimant’s injury was compensable.  The evidence demonstrates

that there is objective medical evidence which established the current need for

treatment.  Rather, what is disputed is whether the treatment by Dr. Peek beginning

in March of 2011 was reasonable and necessary and related  to the compensable

injury given the fact that the claimant had been determined to be at maximum

medical improvement from the work injury in June of 2010.

In Davis v. Helena Chemical Co., claimant suffered from a pre-existing

lumbar degenerative condition before sustaining a compensable injury. Full

Commission Opinion, filed August 3, 1999 (D406121). The Full Commission

affirmed an administrative law judge’s finding that claimant was entitled to additional

medical treatment, stating:

The respondents’ and the dissent’s central argument in this case is
that the treatment the claimant is presently receiving is because of an
ongoing degenerative condition which would be occurring whether or
not the claimant suffered an injury in 1984. However, this argument
overlooks the fact that the claimant’s previously asymptomatic
degenerative process physically progressed and became
symptomatic because of his 1984 compensable injury . . . the
compensable injury, not some speculative event, is what resulted in
the claimant’s present condition.

Id.
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The Full Commission later upheld a finding of compensability where symptoms of

claimant’s pre-existing condition were asymptomatic for five years prior to the

compensable event. Jerry Hambelton v. Guy King & Sons, Inc. & Bituminous

Casualty Corp., Full Commission Opinion, filed February 22, 2001 (E904812).  The

Commission held that a preponderance of the evidence showed that claimant’s

symptoms were the result of his compensable injury, despite the fact that claimant

had a pre-existing ongoing degenerative process.  Id. at 19. 

In the instant case, the claimant seeks additional medical benefits with Dr.

Peek for the treatment of her back.  The respondents contend that the claimant

suffered an aggravation of a pre-existing condition and that the aggravation is over

and the claimant has returned to her pre-injury status.  The respondents further

contend that ongoing treatment by Dr. Mocek was not reasonable or necessary or

related since the claimant was found to be at maximum medical improvement with

no impairment by Dr. Saer and the claimant returned to work at that time.  The

respondents contend that the claimant subsequently went to Dr. Peek on her own

and had surgery.  While the medical records of Dr. Peek  suggest  that the claimant

was in need of further treatment for the injury to her low back, the record clearly

establishes that the claimant’s condition had improved in June of 2010 and that she

did not seek additional medical treatment until March of 2011.  Further, there is no

indication that the claimant ever returned to her authorized treating physician or  Dr.

Saer for treatment after June of 2010.  Instead, the claimant sought medical

treatment on her own with a doctor that she knew would not accept a workers’

compensation case.  After a complete review of the evidence, I find that the
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claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the evidence that her need

for additional treatment from Dr. Peek was  reasonable, necessary, and related to

her compensable injury.

I further find that the claimant was released to return to work in June of 2010

and found to be at maximum medical improvement with no impairment.  The

Functional Capacity Evaluation revealed that the claimant could work in at least a

sedentary work capacity.   The evidence further demonstrates that the claimant has

transferable skills from her work history and educational background.   Therefore,

I find that the claimant has failed to establish by a preponderance of the evidence

that she in entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits, permanent partial

disability benefits, or wage loss. 

ORDER 

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be, and hereby is,

respectfully denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.  

_____________________________

BARBARA WEBB
Administrative Law Judge


